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This scan of the sustainability / ESG training course market allows Satarla to keep up-to-date with the

latest training resources available, which allow us to:

- Rapidly identify a course that we may personally like to do to upskills ourselves;

- Create this resource which we can share with our associate base; and

- Provide us with the market analysis for our own ESG course (currently being prepared by Ellen / 

Kate / Rose)

PURPOSE

EXTERNAL USE



APPROACH

EXTERNAL USE

- Searched on platforms for sustainability, sustainable development and ESG training courses:

- EdX, Coursera, Future Learn and Open Learn have good quality course materials that are 

generally free to attend and a small fee for certification;

- Khan academy, Udemy and LinkedIn Learning either did not cover these topics.

- Several specialist training and consulting firms were looked at but excluded due to high cost and/or 

unsure of their credentials.

- All courses are delivered online.

- Courses have been ordered in rough order, beginning with introductory, ending with more 

specialised.

- Older courses in this subject area, 5+ years, have been put in the appendix.

- One University adult learning style course included in appendix.



This course introduces the academic approach of Sustainability and explores how today’s human societies can endure in the face of

global change, ecosystem degradation and resource limitations. The course focuses on key knowledge areas of sustainability theory

and practice, including population, ecosystems, global change, energy, agriculture, water, environmental economics and policy,

ethics, and cultural history.

This subject is of vital importance, seeking as it does to uncover the principles of the long-term welfare of all the peoples of the

planet. As sustainability is a cross-disciplinary field of study, this foundation requires intellectual breadth: as I describe it in the class

text, understanding our motivations requires the humanities, measuring the challenges of sustainability requires knowledge of the

sciences (both natural and social), and building solutions requires technical insight into systems (such as provided by engineering,

planning, and management).

Introduction to Sustainability

EXTERNAL USE

This course introduces the academic approach of Sustainability and explores how today’s human 

societies can endure in the face of global change, ecosystem degradation and resource limitations. 

Estimated 8 weeks

1–4 hours per week
Free to attend

$61 certification

https://bit.ly/3jikYK8Dr. Jonathan Tomkin

Associate Director, School of 

Earth, Society and 

Environment

University of Illinois

https://bit.ly/3jikYK8


Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) has gained increasing attention over the past few years, with many institutional

investors investing only in those companies that provide ESG performance reporting. In fact, ESG has considerations relevant to

analysts and investors, consumers and employees, and has become a key topic of discussion at the Board table.

This course provides an overview of an ESG framework and how it supports a company’s overall risk management. It examines

each component in detail and provides insight into how they converge to impact a company and its stakeholders. The course also

discusses how to look at corporate pressures & stakeholder expectations and their impact on risk identification and business

success. Lastly, we look at key considerations from both the company and investor perspectives, before applying theory to practice

in a final case study.

Introduction to ESG

EXTERNAL USE

An overview of the Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) framework

Approx. 1.5 hour to 

complete
Free to attend

Certification fee 

unknown

https://bit.ly/3nksaqlCorporate Finance Institute

https://bit.ly/3nksaql


Sustainability is one of the key issues facing today’s society. This is underlined by the increasing attention on

sustainability issues by governments, media, academics and industry.

In the context of sustainable development, businesses that are often referred to as part of the problem can be part of the

solution. As a consequence, policymakers, industry leaders, society and academics are trying to understand how

sustainability affects traditional ways of doing business, and also, how traditional businesses are affected by sustainability.

How to develop a sustainable competitive advantage is a key challenge in the agendas of today’s global executives.

This MBA Primer introduces the topic of sustainability from three perspectives: corporate sustainability (core of the

module); business ethics and social innovation.

The virtual class will be involved in an engaging debate discussing the different economic, environmental and social

perspectives on the topics discussed. At the end of this module, participants will have a comprehensive understanding of

sustainability issues, the relevance for policymakers, the role of corporations and the implications for decision-making.

Introduction to Corporate Sustainability, Social Innovation and Ethics

EXTERNAL USE

An introduction to the topic of sustainability from three perspectives: corporate sustainability, business 

ethics and social innovation.

Estimated 6 weeks

2–3 hours per week
Free to attend

$98 certification

https://bit.ly/3lYXgnTDr Paolo Taticchi

Imperial College 

Business School

https://bit.ly/3lYXgnT


The Moral Money team is pleased to present FT Expert Series for those aiming to learn and develop their ESG understanding. As a complement to

the bi-weekly FT Moral Money newsletter, FT Expert Series teaches the basics of ESG whether your career be as a lawyer, financier, consumer,

or corporate leader.

Viewers will gain an introduction to the importance of ESG and an understanding of how to translate that understanding into concrete best

practices across their personal and professional lives

Currently there are four courses (as of 22nd November 2021):

1. The business of doing 'good' business - Paul Polman provides insight into the role that business should play in creating a more inclusive

and sustainable society.

2. Making sustainable accounting add up – Mary Schapiro provides an overview of what a mainstream auditor, investor or business executive

needs to know about ESG accounting.

3. Toward fair and sustainable capitalism - Leo Strine advises on how legal professionals can give good counsel to businesses and help them

make money the right way.

4. Conscious consumerism - Lily Cole gives an overview of how consumers can impact good business policies especially when it comes to

using ESG-friendly products in fashion, beauty, retail and food.

Learn about ESG from the world's leading experts

EXTERNAL USE

The first in a new series of online courses from the Financial Times.

Four courses

1 hour each
Free to FT subscribers 

(limited time)

$25 each non-subscribers

https://bit.ly/3oQMRLhVarious ESG Experts

Senior Lecturer, University of 

Strathclyde

https://bit.ly/3oQMRLh


You will be encouraged to engage with the concept of sustainable development, and discover and contextualise your own

sustainable development beliefs and values.

After studying this course, you should be able to:

• Engage with the domain of sustainable development

• Contextualise any experience in the domain of sustainable development

• Critically read, interpret and analyse some accounts of environmental, development and sustainable development issues and

situations

• Identify systems of interest in some sustainable development situations

• Identify types of hierarchy that are meaningful in the domain of sustainable development.

Note: last updated 2016

Systems thinking: Understanding sustainability

EXTERNAL USE

This course introduces ways in which systems thinking can help support processes of decision making 

among stakeholders with different, often contrasting, perspectives on sustainable development in order to 

generate purposeful action to improve situations of change and uncertainty. 

Estimated 15 hours Free course

Free statement of 

participation

https://bit.ly/3aZoWThOpen Learn University

https://bit.ly/3aZoWTh


Get an introduction to the key issues in sustainability

In this course you will study the conceptual foundations of sustainable development, and discuss the issues around sustainability as a

complex problem.

We’ll look at the flow of energy and materials worldwide; social and political issues; wealth inequality; the impact of geography, history and

culture on sustainability today; and the problems of collective action. Finally, we’ll conduct a SWOT analysis, looking at our resilience and

prospects in the face of climate change and other global issues in sustainability. We’ll ask: are we doomed?

What topics will you cover?

• Week 1: Sustainable development and complexity

• Week 2: The economy and ecology as a metabolic system

• Week 3: Economic growth and inequality

• Week 4: The importance of geography, history and culture and the impact of human activity on the environment

• Week 5: The problem of collective action

• Week 6: Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats

Concepts in Sustainable Development: An Introduction to the Key Issues

EXTERNAL USE

Explore some of the key issues in sustainability, tackling the big questions with examples from around the 

world.

Estimated 6 weeks

3 hours per week
Free to attend

$59 certification

https://bit.ly/3GclLpxDerek Raine MBE, 

Emeritus Professor 

University of Leicester

https://bit.ly/3GclLpx


Prepare for the world of work by analysing key trends shaping modern businesses

What defines modern organisations? How and why are they changing? On this course, you’ll learn about the four forces which shape modern

organisations. These are: the shift towards a knowledge economy and away from manual labour; the technological innovations being developed

and used by businesses; business ethics, organised under corporate social responsibility (CSR) or environmental, social, and governance (ESG)

goals; and globalisation. For new graduates, this course will help you understand the business world you are about to enter.

What topics will you cover?

• An initial understanding of modern business and organisations

• Up-to-date concepts to shape understanding of the four major forces that shape the world of modern business and organisations: knowledge,

technology, ethics and globalisation

• Trigger concepts to prompt changing mind about what accepted (up-to-date) knowledge is regarding the four major sources

• Upcoming concepts, developed in collaboration with the participants, to facilitate an open-minded exploration of knowledge that is still being

developed

• Part of the content is developed based on the interest of the participants using the ‘Ask Viktor’ feature

• Based on Henry Mintzberg, the phenomenon of the financial crisis is described as the crisis of management rather than the crisis of economics

• Knowledge acquired in the first five weeks is applied to make sense of the financial crisis, arguing for or against Mintzberg’s position through a

chosen concept from each of the four major forces that shape the world of modern business and organisations

Understanding Modern Business and Organisations

EXTERNAL USE

Discover how modern businesses are shaped by the four forces of knowledge, technology, business 

ethics, and globalisation.

Estimated 6 weeks

6 hours per week
Free to attend

$89 certification

https://bit.ly/3vCd0jYViktor Dörfler 

Senior Lecturer, University of 

Strathclyde

https://bit.ly/3vCd0jY


What is the role of mining in a sustainable world? What challenges lie ahead, and how is the mining industry responding to meet our demand for

minerals as well as our expectations of a sustainable future?

This course explores the risks, challenges and opportunities facing the mining industry in the 21st century. You will learn some of the history of the

role of minerals in society, and the tension between increasing demand for minerals and a continually evolving global context. This is driving the

industry to look beyond the technical challenges of extracting ore, and to consider its broader role in contributing to sustainable development.

We follow the sustainability journey of the mining industry, from an historical perspective to the emergence of the Global Mining Initiative, and

discuss the roles and responses of industry, government and civil society. The course also highlights the sustainable development aspects of

mineral production in both the day to day operation of a mine, as well as more complex longer-term challenges. We explore the future demand for

minerals, and the role of policy and governance on the future direction of the mining industry including the impacts of responsible investors and

supply chains.

You will learn about scenario planning and how to use this approach as a strategic tool to consider a range of possible futures for the minerals

sector, against the backdrop of uncertain future environments.

This interactive course incorporates videos, expert insights, simulations, discussions and scenarios to deepen your current understanding of the

sector, and to encourage you to develop you own ideas about possible future directions.

Minerals and Mining in a Sustainable World

EXTERNAL USE

This course provides learners with an overview of the role of minerals in society, the history of the 

sustainable development agenda, and the emerging focus on the relationship between mineral 

development and the Sustainable Development Goals.

Estimated 8 weeks

4–5 hours per week
Free to attend

$369 certification

https://bit.ly/3GcijezElaine Wightman

Senior Research Fellow, 

University of Queensland

https://bit.ly/3Gcijez


Sustainable development is the most important global movement of our time. In 2015, the 193 member states of the United Nations

unanimously adopted the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and its 17 Sustainable Development Goals. These

interconnected Goals aim to end poverty and promote economic prosperity, ensure social equity, and protect the environment.

Above all, the 2030 Agenda commits to “leaving no one behind.” How do we know if we are on track to achieve the SDGs? Which

Goals should different countries prioritize? And what kind of data do we need to ensure that everyone is counted?

Launched in 2015 by the Sustainable Development Solutions Network (SDSN) and the Bertelsmann Stiftung, the Sustainable

Development Report is the first worldwide study to assess where the world stands with regard to achieving sustainable development.

The Report contains the SDG Index and Dashboards, which use a combination of official and unofficial data and indicators to

understand each country’s progress on the 17 SDGs.

In this short course, you will hear from some of the experts responsible for creating the Sustainable Development Report about the

value of measuring progress on the SDGs, and how a tool like the SDG Index and Dashboards helps policymakers and other

stakeholders make important decisions about their development priorities. You will examine the different types of data that can be

used to measure development progress, and learn the technical steps needed to construct an index for the SDGs. Finally, you will

explore regional and city-level indices, and discuss new approaches to SDG measurement and data-based decision-making.

Measuring Sustainable Development

EXTERNAL USE

The United Nations Sustainable Development Goals are an ambitious global agenda for prosperity, 

people, and planet. But how do we know if we are on track to achieve the SDGs? Which Goals should 

different stakeholders prioritize? And what kind of data do we need to ensure that no one is left behind?

Estimated 5 weeks

1–3 hours per week
Free to attend

$31 certification

https://bit.ly/3AUavKI3 x instructors

SDG Index,

United Nations

https://bit.ly/3AUavKI


Grow your knowledge of sustainability

Climate change, gender equality, health, social equity, and inclusion are issues that affect us all, impacting human well-being and economic stability. How to live a

sustainable life affects – and connects - us all. On this five-week course, you’ll develop an informed personal response to these major challenges as you’re

supported to take positive actions towards a sustainable future. You’ll learn more about current global issues and consider how we can all take action, personally

or locally.

The course has an additional strand for those working in formal or informal education, who want to bring some of the activities and issues covered in the course

into their own teaching.

Take action

You’ll learn practical ways to explore values and empower people to examine the ways in which they could take local action on global-scale problems. Working in

this way, starting from where you are within your own context, and sharing this with others throughout the course helps us all to develop a new and collective way

of thinking for a sustainable future.

Discover how to work towards a sustainable future

You’ll build your understanding of and knowledge of sustainability and the global challenges that we face and experience within our lives, as you learn from

experts at the University of Edinburgh, Learning for Sustainability Scotland and other participants on the course. By the end of the course, you’ll be more

confident and ready to take steps towards a sustainable future. You may also be interested in our 2-week Learning for a Sustainable Future: Live at COP26

course.

Learning for a Sustainable Future

EXTERNAL USE

Join a personal and professional global learning journey towards a sustainable future. What on Earth 

could be more important?

Estimated 5 weeks

2 hours per week
Free to attend

$49 certification

https://bit.ly/3jIRzcjVarious from The University 

of Edinburgh, Learning for 

Sustainability Scotland, 

British Council

https://bit.ly/3jIRzcj


Increasing concerns about the state of our planet have catapulted sustainability issues from the corporate backburner to

the boardroom. Consequently, corporate sustainability initiatives have flourished, driven by a desire to minimize costs and

risks, maximize opportunities and enhance reputation.

What does sustainability mean in the business context? Why has it captured so much attention from academics as well as

corporate leaders? How can businesses manage emerging sustainability challenges without compromising their core

advantages, and transform themselves into 'sustainable enterprises'?

This course explores the emerging relationships between sustainability issues and competitive advantage. Building on the

basic concepts of strategic management, this course will explore how managers may effectively deal with the

sustainability challenges that they now encounter.

By encouraging you to reflect on these issues using multiple case studies, discussions and interviews, we will aim to

enhance your understanding of alternative models of strategy development in the context of sustainable development.

Strategy and the Sustainable Enterprise

EXTERNAL USE

Learn how sustainability issues influence corporate strategy and how corporations may transform these 

challenges into sources of competitive advantage.

Estimated 5 weeks

2–4 hours per week
Free to attend

$62 certification

https://bit.ly/2XyGPFqPr. P D Jose

Corporate Strategy and

Policy, IIM Bangalore

https://bit.ly/2XyGPFq


In addition to providing many cases of managing materials for sustainability, the course also teaches skills and tools for analyzing

circular business models and promotes development of your own ideas to become more involved in the transition to a Circular

Economy.

You will learn from expert researchers and practitioners from around Europe as they explain core elements and challenges in the

transition to a circular economy over the course of 5 modules:

• Module 1 Materials. This module explores where materials come from, and builds a rationale for why society needs more

circularity.

• Module 2: Circular Business Models. In this module circular business models are explored in-depth and a range of ways for

business to create economic and social value are discussed.

• Module 3: Circular Design, Innovation and Assessment. This module presents topics like functional materials and eco-design as

well as methods to assess environmental impacts.

• Module 4: Policies and Networks. This module explores the role of governments and networks and how policies and sharing best

practices can enable the circular economy.

• Module 5: Circular Societies. This module examines new norms, forms of engagement, social systems, and institutions, needed

by the circular economy and how we, as individuals, can help society become more circular.

Circular Economy - Sustainable Materials Management

EXTERNAL USE

This course looks at where important materials in products we use every day come from and how these 

materials can be used more efficiently, longer, and in closed loops. It is the result of choices and 

strategies by suppliers, designers, businesses, policymakers and all of us as consumers. 

Estimated 5 weeks

2–5 hours per week
Free to attend

$61 certification

https://bit.ly/3ppJ4pWLund, Ghent, Athens and 

Delft Universities, IIEE, EIT 

RawMaterials, VITO, GUES

https://bit.ly/3ppJ4pW


Impact Measurement and Management for the SDGs is sponsored by the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), the global

development network of the United Nations which created the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) that over 190 countries have signed on

to achieve by 2030. But the public sector can't do this alone. Climate change, poverty, racial and gender equity, food, health, education, clean

water -- the list of challenges faced by people and planet is too long. Business and investment have stepped in to help. But in a field of evolving

acronyms, standards and systems, many are not exactly sure what is required to do this work well. Third party standards and certifications are also

evolving quickly to verify and assure impact management practices. What do you need to know to align your work with impact on the SDGs in

ways that meet evolving expectations?

Produced by the award winning team at CASE at Duke University, and developed in collaboration with advisors from around the world, this course

consolidates several decades of work around impact management into a cutting-edge guide based on short videos and lessons with concrete

practical examples. The course emphasizes ways to improving decision-making for impact on SDGs through changes enterprises and investors

can make in strategy, management approach, transparency, and governance, which we have translated into 4 universal practices of impact

measurement and management - SET STRATEGY, INTEGRATE, OPTIMIZE and REINFORCE. These steps are aligned with the UNDP's SDG

Impact Standards as well as others, such as the Operating Principles for Impact Management. People who know how to apply these standards are

increasingly in demand by institutions globally as they work to improve their performance and reporting around ESG and impact management.

If you work or wish to work within an enterprise, a corporation, a fund that manages assets or an asset owner or advisory that oversees investment

assets, or if you just want to learn more about impact investing, ESG, social finance or corporate reporting, this course will help you master the

core concepts and practices in impact management for the SDGs and other impacts from both an enterprise and investor perspective.

Impact Measurement & Management for the SDGs

EXTERNAL USE

How can businesses and investors help fill the multi-trillion dollar gap needed for sustainable development? Simply put, by 

getting better at measuring and managing impacts on people and planet. Through this course, anyone can learn to 

improve their organization's practice of impact management, and how to align their ESG or impact activities and reporting 

with emerging global standards. 

Estimated 5 weeks

1–3 hours per week
Free to attend

$61 certification

https://bit.ly/2Z7BmFWCathy Clark

Faculty Director, CASE at 

Duke University

Fuqua School of Business

https://bit.ly/2Z7BmFW


The availability of critical raw materials (CRMs) is under massive pressure. However, these materials are essential for products, technologies and solutions to

some of the world’s most crucial issues – such as the energy transition. The small numbers of suppliers, price volatility, environmental damage from mining, and

costly time- and energy-consuming extraction processes are just a few of the many associated challenges.

Addressing the criticality of raw materials is one of the most complex sustainability challenges of our time. Just as renewables alone will not solve climate change,

recycling cannot be the only solution to deal with the increasing use of these materials. The transition to a raw materials-intensive economy calls for a systems-

thinking approach and the involvement of businesses, governments and society at large.

This course provides a systemic understanding of CRMs and equips you with tools and strategies for managing them in a sustainable way. The course covers the

entire raw materials’ value chain, which will help you see what actions can be taken at every stage and how you can make informed decisions, and contribute to

and benefit from a more sustainable approach to CRMs, regardless of your professional or academic background.

Key topics include access to raw materials, environmental and social impacts, geopolitical factors, market dynamics, economics, supply chains, global trends in

CRM use, and resource efficiency.

You can choose from three different tracks that cover possible solutions from a technical, business or policy perspective. These range from supply risk mitigation,

exploration, urban mining and substitution to circularity strategies, business models, responsible sourcing and certification.

This course also introduces you to experts, start-ups and projects in the field and inspires you to tackle problems with concrete initiatives.

Critical Raw Materials: Managing Resources for a Sustainable Future

EXTERNAL USE

Gain a systemic understanding of critical raw materials and learn about strategies and solutions to 

manage them in a sustainable way.

Estimated 7 weeks

4–6 hours per week
Free to attend

$184 certification

https://bit.ly/3aYOwrpVarious

ESM Foundation, Delft 

University of Technology, 

Leiden University 

https://bit.ly/3aYOwrp


Every business model and every operating decision has stakeholder trade-offs embedded in it. Profits to the bottom line are not always compatible with the

interests of the stakeholders that surround the corporation. Based on Professor Sarah Kaplan’s award-winning course at the University of Toronto’s Rotman

School of Management and her book "The 360º Corporation: From Stakeholder Trade-offs to Transformation," this course is designed to help you analyse these

trade-offs (Mode 1) and learn how to address them either by rethinking them (Mode 2), innovating around them (Mode 3), or thriving within them (Mode 4). The

360° Corporation is an organization that can productively and effectively manage trade-offs.

By taking this course, you will be joining a community of executives around the world who are looking to transform their organizations to meet the needs of the

21st century. The COVID-19 pandemic has gotten us all to rethink our careers and focus on how to make our work as meaningful and rewarding as possible. This

course will aid you on that journey by helping you connect social responsibility to your own decisions. And, it will help you re-examine the role of business in

society.

This is not just a course for people with “social responsibility” in their job title. While it will be useful for anyone whose role is to spread sustainability, gender and

racial equity, social responsibility and other stakeholder strategies throughout their organizations, the course is equally important for every executive and line

manager because everything you do matters for the social and environmental impact of your products, services and organizations. We’ll also discuss the impact

on corporate governance and the roles of corporate directors and institutional investors in leading change.

This course offers signposts to leaders who want to spearhead the 360° Revolution. With detailed case studies, useful frameworks and handy action steps, the

course will show you that companies can develop explicit and coherent plans for addressing the tensions created by stakeholder trade-offs and pursue corporate

purpose. Enrol today to become a 360º Leader!

The 360º Corporation: Tools for Achieving Corporate Purpose

EXTERNAL USE

If you’ve heard the terms stakeholder capitalism, or sustainability, or ESG, corporate social responsibility, CSR, conscious 

capitalism, sustainable development goals, shared value, corporate citizenship, or purpose-driven company but don’t know 

exactly what they mean—or don’t know how to make these ideas come to life—then this course is for you.

Estimated 4 weeks

2–3 hours per week
Free to attend

$61 certification

https://bit.ly/30IHjdbSarah Kaplan

Professor, Rotman School of 

Management, University of 

Toronto

https://bit.ly/30IHjdb


WHAT YOU'LL LEARN

After completing this course you’ll be able to:

• Know the history of environmental management and how it has shaped current perspectives.

• Explore a variety of case studies that reveal the strategies behind environmental management initiatives, outcomes achieved, and challenges

faced.

• Identify the roles of key organizations and bodies in environmental management, planning and regulation as well as the relevant stakeholders.

• Understand how decision-making should be informed by science, ethics and values.

• Manage environmental challenges, such as sustainable development and resilience, based on contemporary approaches and best practices.

PREREQUISITES

N/A

This course can be applied towards the following certificates:

• Environmental Management

• Sustainable Water Management

• Advanced Environmental Management

Fundamentals of Environmental Management

EXTERNAL USE

Explore basic science, key approaches and common challenges in the field of environmental management. In this interdisciplinary 

course, you’ll learn what’s being done in Canada and around the world to mitigate climate change, and manage oceans and fisheries, 

freshwater resources, forests, endangered species, agriculture, urban environments, mining and energy. Through course readings, 

online discussions and written assignments, you’ll explore a wide range of environmental issues and emerge better equipped to

engage in environmental management at scales from local to global.

Estimated 11 weeks

36 hours approx.
Paid university course

$900

https://bit.ly/3m2rYwfDavid Sider

School of the Environment & 

School of Continuing Studies, 

University of Toronto

https://bit.ly/3m2rYwf


APPENDIX

EXTERNAL USE



Other resources

EXTERNAL USE

There are a wealth of other sustainability and ESG related resources in various forms, here are a cross 

section of others you may find interesting:

• Economist – The Sustainability Project - a forum to advance sustainability solutions and accelerate 

world-changing impact.

• Emergency on Planet Sport - This challenging eight-part podcast series investigates the links 

between sport and climate change and asks the sporting community, including us as fans, to assess 

our contribution to an unfolding crisis. Athletes, clubs and governing bodies tell stories from three 

angles; the impact of climate change on everyday sport, the contribution of sport to the global 

emergency and the solutions sport can deliver to help make a difference. Can sport lead on this? 

Why are athletes afraid? Available on most major podcast platforms: Example

• A Sustainable Future - What can we do to build a more sustainable world? Each episode features a 

thought leader discussing an aspect of sustainability - its origin, evolution and relevance today - with 

Jason Mitchell, Co-Head of Responsible Investment at Man Group. Available on most major podcast 

platforms: Example

• The Sustainable Futures Report - Surviving climate change, resource depletion, the energy crisis -

and staying in control. Available on most major podcast platforms: Example

• Learning for Nature – training courses

• ESG Outlook Conference Asia-Pacific - 8-9 December 2021, 14:30 - 18:00 HKT. See first-hand 

how ESG data is leveraged to communicate the true financial risk and impact of companies 

worldwide. This two-day virtual event includes a valuable mix of keynotes, interviews, case studies 

and workshops including attendee participation and interaction. Beyond the standard high-level view, 

take a deep dive into the intersection of ESG risk and debt capital markets. Day 2 will feature specific 

break-out sessions by sector with real use cases and actionable take-aways. 

https://impact.economist.com/sustainability?utm_source=email&utm_medium=Eloqua&utm_campaign=launch
https://podtail.com/podcast/emergency-on-planet-sport/
https://podcasts.apple.com/au/podcast/a-sustainable-future/id1331537985
https://podcasts.apple.com/au/podcast/the-sustainable-futures-report/id313473372
https://www.learningfornature.org/en/course-offerings/
https://bit.ly/3vzfEa2


Dr Sarah Gordon

Managing Director

sarah@satarla.com

+44 7815 285 466

www.satarla.com 

Ollie de Boer

Associate

ollie@satarla.com

+1 604 966 1116

EXTERNAL USE

CONTACT DETAILS
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